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AMERICAN NEWSPAPER COMMENTS

DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES

"The TenPoint Declaration of Principles which the House of Re publicans

have issued on the subject of War Aims and Peace Aims is a major political
document writes the New York Times. One or two of the Republican Points are

debatable for other than partisan reasons. None of us desires to endanger our

own independence and weaken our American way of life or our system of Government.

Yet we do not wish to have the words interpreted as similar words were in 1919,

forbidding us to make a contribution to a world system of government designed
to save the democratic way of life.

“On the whole the house of Republicans have managed to preserve their

integrity as a party without a threat to national unity".

THE LIBYAN DESERT RAID

"The latest raid by British mechanised forces clear across the Libyan
desert shown that the Allied High Command in Egypt does not intend to await the

course of events or remain on the defensive comments the New York Times. The

sweep of 235 miles behind the Axis lines to the Gialo Oasis, deep in the

Hinterland, hints at a great extension of the battle front in the coming struggle

for North Africa.

"American troops and pianos are said to be reaching Epypt in considerable

strength. When the battle is resumed, as it must be, air power may prove decisive".

Major George Fielding Eliot in the New York Herald tribune has the following
comment "As Admiral Sir Andrew Cunningham pointed out in a recent interview the

war in North Africa is very largely a war of communications. It will be decided,
of course, by men fighting each other on the surface of the earth, but their ability
to fight successfully will be determined by the weapons and supplies with which

they can be provided.

"The destruction of a great part of the depots of these two places (Benghazi
and Barce), coupled with a recent resumption of British air and submarine operations
based on Malta, seems likely to create so serious a situation for Marshal Pommel

that he may have to decide immediately between a quick and desperate thrust at

Alexandria or a retread to the Libyan fronier.

Of the Gialo raid, Eliot says "That complete surprise seems to have been

effected suggests that the Axis shortage of aircraft in this area may be even

greater than has been previously supposed. The price which the Germans arc paying
for air superiority at Stalin grad may be a very large one".
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